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The Purity of her Principles by A.J. Rathbun

Stonewall Cocktail by Andrew Bohrer
1.5 parts pür•geist hop-flavored whisky
 0.5 parts pür•likör elderflower liqueur 
dash of aromatic bitters

Stir ingrediensts and strain into a cocktail glass. Use 
orange zest to flavor the cocktail and as a garnish on 
the rim of the glass.

1.5 parts pür•geist hop-flavored whisky 
1 parts Benedictine
0.5 parts freshly squeezed orange juice 
dash of orange bitters

Fill a cocktail shaker halfway full with ice cubes. Add 
all ingredients. Shake well. Strain into a cocktail glass.

Hallertau Shandy by Summer-Jane Bell
2 parts pür•geist hop-flavored whisky 
0.5 parts lemon juice
0.5 parts fennel infused honey syrup

Shake ingredients with ice and pour in a Collins 
glass  over fresh ice. Top with Pilsner and a garnish 
with a fennel frond.

・42% alc./vol. (84 proof)
・750ml
・distiller: Franz Xaver Salzgeber
・distilled in Bavaria, Germany 
・'geist' means 'spirit' in German

・ingredients: water, malted barley, hops
・hops varieties: Hallertau & Spalter Select  
・aged in ex bourbon barrels
・finished in chestnut casks 
・no caramel color, no chill filtration

・Delicious neat or as a beer lover’s twist to a Manhattan, Rob Roy, Old Fashioned or Highball・

A beer lover's whisky: pür•geist hop-flavored whisky

pür•geist bavarian hop-flavored whisky is a hopped single malt inspired by the 
Bavarian tradition of distilling beer.
It is a collaboration of German distiller Franz Xaver Salzgeber, pür•spirits’ Kiki 
Braverman and the Autenrieder brewery in Bavaria, Germany.
The secret to pür•geist lies in Franz Xaver Salzgeber’s expertise and the experience 
the Autenrieder brewers have accumulated since 1650.
pür•geist is distilled from a richly malted bock-style beer with the addition of hops. 
The result is a dry and smooth sipping whisky that showcases the characteristics of 
both malt and hops. pür•geist is aged in bourbon barrels and finished in vintage 
grappa casks made from chestnut wood to instill refined floral nuances.
True to our philosophy, pür•geist is a low tech spirit made in tune with the natural 
environment. Each release features slight variations depending on the blend of barrels 
and on weather fluctuations - that is part of the fun and true for all genuinely natural 
products.

Beer Lover's Manhattan by Chris Sinclar

 2 parts pür•geist hop-flavored whisky     
0.75 parts sweet vermouth     
0.25 parts gum syrup
1 dash jerry thomas bitters     
1 dash orange bitters

Add ingredients to a mixing glass filled with ice. 
Stir well and strain into a cocktail glass. Garnish 
with a maraschino cherry. 


